
The menu items File, Edit, View, History, etc. are located in the menu bar. This article will

help you restore a missing menu bar.

The Add-on Bar is a toolbar that holds add-on shortcuts, giving you quick and easy access to

their features. Learn how to use and customize the Add-on Bar.

Firefox is easy to customize. Put your favorite features right where you want them. We'll show

you how.

If you are experiencing difficulty downloading or viewing images in Firefox, follow the

troubleshooting instructions in this article.

When you are viewing a website in Firefox, you can search for words, phrases or links on the

page. This article explains how it works.

Solved 3 replies 1 person has this problem 0 new this week

The separate grouping of bookmarks in Firefox into Toolbar, Menu, and Unsorted I have

always found cumbersome to use and to manage. Looking for bookmarks often means I need

to open up all of them to find a specific bookmark. I'm aware of the Show All Bookmarks option

from the Bookmarks>Menu pull-down (but isn't in the Bookmarks Sidebar). I know how to copy

bookmarks and bookmark folders etc. but it's cumbersome to do that each time I add a

bookmark. And if I add a new bookmark folder, and want a consistent view I need to copy that

folder to eitherToolbar or Menu and copy new bookmarks to either Toolbar or Menu as well. Is

there an Add-on or an option or other alterative that exists to provide this kind of capability? If

not, perhaps a future feature addition to Firefox to optionally change the view presented under

Bookmarks Toolbar and Bookmarks Menu so that they are consistent, and could be enabled

through a new FireFox option "Change bookmark view to show merged Bookmarks

Toolbar+Bookmarks Menu bookmarks and bookmark folders under both Toolbar and Menu"

Thanks a lot!

The latest Firefox removes the Add-on bar and now places Add-on buttons in the toolbar.

Learn how to customize their display or how to restore the Add-on Bar.

Learn how to use the built-in Search bar in Firefox and how to add, remove, and change

search engines like Yahoo, Bing and Google.

This article explains what changed about the status bar at the bottom of the Firefox window. It

also links to an add-on that recreates the old style status bar.

I was using Customize to try to remove: file edit view etc. from the bookmarks toolbar that I

somehow manged to get on the same line. I don't want it there and want to remove it.
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